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Notes for using this manual
Acceptance of information
This publication has been prepared as a consultation manual for the operators in the sector
and does not prescribe quality standards. The application of its contents for the design of
an air distribution system lies exclusively at the discretion of the project designer. P3 has
neither the power nor the authority to enforce the information herein.
Modifications
P3 reserves the right to modify the contents of this manual at its own discretion through
the publication of subsequent editions or the insertion of supplements and as also required by the results of the works of the European Standardisation Committee (ESC) to whose
directives this manual is intended to comply.
Official interpretation
An official interpretation of any parts of the text which are not immediately clear can be
requested only in written form from P3, who will respond with a suitable written reply. All
other oral or written interpretations expressed by any other individuals or corporate bodies
must be considered unofficial. This does not prohibit anyone from providing interpretations
on any parts of the manual that remain unclear, provided that it remains understood that
all such clarifications are purely personal opinions that do not in any way represent P3 in
official form.
Application
The indications contained in this manual have been developed on the basis of the principles of engineering and research and through the information obtained consulting manufacturers, users, experimental laboratories and other specialists in the sector.
All information provided is subject to revision and modification whenever required by new
experiences or necessity.
P3 assumes no responsibility for the application of the principles and techniques contained
in this manual, even if the laws and regulations issued by the competent authorities in the
field have been predominantly respected in its design and construction.
Permitted use and copying
The use of parts of the text and illustrations without violation of copyright is permitted
only in cases involving insertion in specifications, tender bids, contract drawings and
performance bonds for the construction of air distribution networks. All other cases of the
partial or total copying of this manual are prohibited. (copyright by P3 Srl 2007 - PADOVA
- ITALY).
Use of the logos
The P3, P3ductal and HYDROTEC logos are registered trademarks and the property of Sixton
Holding S.A.; they are used to identify elements in the P3ductal System. Sixton Holding S.A.
and P3 prescribe the correct use of the logos and expressly prohibit all others. The presence
of logos does not in any way constitute approval for the product, methods or components
by Sixton Holding S.A. and P3.



Abstract
Good knowledge of the acoustic properties of the walls of the ducts is of the utmost
importance in the design of air-handling systems and of the passive and active attenuation devices used for noise control.
The acoustic behaviour of ducts made of homogeneous materials (e.g. sheet aluminium
or sheet steel) is quite well-known, while on the other hand, more complex structures
have not yet been studied in depth (such as “sandwich-type” panels made of polyurethane foam between aluminium sheets).
In view of the increasing use of P3ductal preinsulated aluminium ducts, we thought it
was time to start conducting a theoretical and experimental research in this field.
This handbook shows the results of the experimental research done and describes specific equipment used in a reverberation room to assess the noise level transmitted through
the ducts. This equipment allows us to measure the linear attenuation and the level of
“break-in” and “break-out” sound power.
The data gathered enabled us to establish parametric relations for the assessment of
linear attenuation and of sound proofing.
These relations are important in the acoustic design of P3ductal preinsulated aluminium
ducts and also in the evaluation of noise levels. It is known that the noise is subject to
variations along the duct.
These variations are due to self generation and attenuation phenomena. The influence of
these variations sometimes becomes quite important and in order to deal with these phenomena, it was decided to refer to a calculation model proposed by the American Society
of Heating Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers Inc (ASHRAE) [6]. Starting from
the noise level generated by the fan, it is possible to evaluate its variations along the
duct and therefore to estimate the amount of noise exiting from the room’s terminals.



1 Introduction
In air-handling systems, the noise caused by fans and by air turbulence is transmitted
along the ducts and radiates outwards into surrounding areas through the ducts walls.
This phenomenon is known by the name of “break-out” and assumes considerable importance at low frequencies, that is, where fans generate most of the acoustic energy, thus
making dissipative silencers ineffective.
The other phenomenon known as “break-in” occurs as a consequence of the acoustic
energy generated in the area surrounding the duct: part of this energy filters in through
the ducts walls and may propagate along the duct into other rooms.
A good knowledge of the acoustic transmission properties of ducts becomes necessary
both for the assessment of the acoustic energy radiated into a room as a consequence
of the noise power generated inside the air conditioning system, and for the evaluation
of the acoustic energy coming from areas surrounding the ducts which enters into them
and then spreads along the ducts themselves.
The capacity of a duct to reduce the acoustic energy entering or exiting, depends not only
on the sound-proofing properties of the duct’s walls but also on the linear attenuation.
This is related to the dissipation features of the material used and the length of the
duct. As experimental results suggested, the material used in our ducts show remarkable
linear attenuation properties at low frequencies.
The data which proves this have been obtained from an experimental campaign carried
out by the Department of Technical Physics of the University of Padua. The linear attenuation  characteristic is antithetic to the typical features of the self-generation of noise
along the duct deduced from the model suggested by ASHRAE (further confirmed by a
thesis presented in that University department).
It is precisely this antithesis which makes it possible to neglect, for usual air speeds
– up to about 8 m/s, the sound power generated by the swirling movements which take
place in any fitting along the duct; as this sound power is effectively dampened by the
duct itself.



2 Theory
A large number of surveys on office comfort show that excessive noise levels from
air conditioning systems is the cause of most complaints; more than any other
environmental aspect, if we exclude those tied to the temperature. The causes of
excessive noise levels may lie in errors in the initial design, in subsequent reconsiderations of the project which aim to reduce costs without contemplating noise
aspects or simply due to improper installation.
In order to minimise the possibility that the choices involved in the project might
cause noise or vibration related problems, designers should bear in mind the acoustic aspects in every phase of the project: in the basic design, in the detailed design
and in the actual installation of the system.
Even today, much too often the preventative work in acoustic projects lies only in the
addition of silencers along the duct, in the sound-proofing coating applied to ducts and
in the fitting of vibration-damping supports; measures which are taken only at the end
of the constructions designation, that is, when the designer has already completed the
system’s overall project. These acoustic devices, taken only as a last minute addition,
may control noise and vibrations but if they are not properly integrated into the project,
may offer only limited performance. Also, if not properly installed, they may even cause
noise and vibration problems themselves.
Consequently, the definition of the devices to be adopted for noise control should start
during the design of the system’s initial configuration and its detailed specifications,
and should never be neglected in any phase of the project.
The earlier the noise and vibration control is contemplated the less work will have to be
done in this respect later on.
The critical moment during the planning phase is when the structural design has been
completed.
Leaving the acoustic analysis until after the structural design has been completed,
leaves little or no freedom for designers to define or place the devices and the acoustic
material which actually prove effective and suitable for the project in question.
When one tries to solve a noise related problem in an air conditioning system, it is often
the case that the position of structural baffles, beams, columns or wind braces is so
inconvenient that the optimal solution become either very expensive or even impractical.
If decisions regarding the acoustics plan were taken in conjunction with the structural
designer, problems of this type might be avoided and the cost of the materials used to
control the noise level would be reduced. Proper acoustic design requires close collaboration among architects, structural designers, mechanical and electrical engineers and
experts in acoustics. In order to achieve this result, the group in charge of the project
should start working in close co-operation even as early as in the following phases:
1)  choice of the type of system;
2)  preliminary choice of machines;
3)  sizing of plant rooms;
4)  planning of the plant rooms



The diagram of the sound energy flow in a ventilation system is represented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1- Noise transmission in a ventilation system

Since fans constitute the main source of noise in an air-handling system, the air distribution through ducts should be designed, from an acoustic point of view, with the aim of
preventing the generation or transmission of excessive noise along the duct.
The acoustic properties of a duct system are identified by the following parameters:
1)  Sound attenuation (along the duct) See Figure 2
2)  Resistance to noise transmission (“break-in” and “break-out”).
3)  Self-generation of noise.



In an air conditioning system, noise is usually generated by the fans and by the turbulence
in  the air stream which propagates along the ducts. Due to the partial rigidity of the ducts’
walls, the pressure fluctuations of the air inside the ducts cause vibrations.
Part of this energy may be radiated outwards in the form of sound; while another part turns
into heat as a result of the internal damping by the ducts materials. Consequently, there is
an attenuation along the duct of the initial noise. In view of this, it is extremely important
to know the principles of “linear attenuation” [dB/m], i.e., the loss of energy in terms of the
level of sound pressure per unit of length of the duct.
At low frequencies, rectangular-shaped ducts usually provide better attenuation than that
of round ducts with equivalent cross-section values (see texts [4], [5] and [6] marked in
the bibliography section).

2.1
Linear attenuation concepts

Mechanical energy radiated in the form of sound energy
from the outer surface of the wall

Wall of the duct
Sound energy which causes the
ducts wall to vibrate

Incident sound energy
Mechanical energy dissipated by
internal damping

Residual energy which propagates
inside the duct

Figure 2 – Acoustic attenuation in a duct with constant section

The so-called “break-out” noise is the sound which leaks or radiates from inside the duct
towards the exterior (Figure 3). In ducts without a coating, the level of sound power radiated
towards the room may be calculated as follows:
(1)

2.2
“Break-out”
and “break-in”
transmission concepts

where LW(in) [dB] is the level of sound power inside the duct, Ao [m2] is the outer surface
of the duct, Ai [m2] is the cross-section of the duct, TL(BO) is the loss through “break-out”
transmission, the values of which, in the case of a metal duct, may be found in texts [4],
[5], [6] and [7] marked in the bibliography section. Further analysis on this topic are contained, instead, in texts [1], [8] and [9].
As a rule, the ultimate aim is to evaluate the fraction of sound energy which propagates
along the duct – usually generated by the fan – and which is then radiated into the surrounding area, as this makes it possible to calculate the sound pressure level in a given
room.
The acoustic energy inside a duct reduces in exponential form according to the length of the
duct due to the acoustic radiation and the internal dissipation of the ducts walls.
“Break-in” noise is the noise which filters in from the exterior into the duct (Figure 4). In



the case of ducts without a coating, the level of sound power coming into the duct may be  
alculated in the following way:
(2)
where LW(inc) [dB] is the level of sound energy which hits the external surface of the duct,
TL(BI) [dB] is the loss through “break-in” transmission, the values of which may be found
in texts [4], [5], [6] and [7] marked in the bibliography section. Further analysis on this
topic are included in [1] and [8].
In general, there may be two possible causes of “break-in” noise:
1. if the surrounding space is highly reverberating, part of the outgoing sound energy may
be reflected back into the duct, though this amount of energy is usually negligible;
2. if the acoustic pressure level caused by external sources in the surrounding area is
rather high, a considerable amount of energy may enter the duct.

Entry end of the
duct
Source of
noise

Exit end
of the duct

W(BO)

W(inc)

W(out)

Acoustic
energy
conveyed

W(BO)
Figure 3 – ”Break-out” noise transmission concept
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Acoustic
energy
conveyed

1

/2 W(in)

Figure 4 – ”Break-in” noise transmission concept
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3 Testing methods
In order to be able to determine the linear attenuation, the “break-out” sound power
and the level of conveyed sound power, specifically designed experimental equipment
was set up in the Acoustic Research Laboratory in the Department of Technical Physics
of the University of Padua (Fig. 5). All three reverberating rooms, which differed from
each other in both shape and volume, were used for experimental purposes.
The duct travels from the main reverberating room (source) through the receiving room
(1) and then into another receiving room (2).
The openings in the rooms were enclosed with elements of high sound-proofing properties Rw (Rw = 70 dB), having an acoustic performance comparable to that of the
laboratory walls.
Two passage elements were fitted in both openings; one between the main reverberating room and the receiving room (1) (length: 1000 mm) and another one between the
receiving room (1) and receiving room (2) (length: 1500 mm).
The ducts, object of the experiment (length: 3000 mm) were joined to the passage
elements by means of bayonet couplings.
The preinsulated aluminium ducts examined are made up of expanded cellular material (water-formulated polyurethane foam panel, with a density of 52 ± 2 kg/m3 and
20 mm thickness), coated on both sides by an 80 μm thick aluminium sheet.
Table 1 shows the geometrical characteristics of the ducts used for testing (sizes and
shapes).
Table 2 and Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the type of measures, the lay-out and the set-up
of the equipment.

Main reverberating room (source): Volume: 211.2 m3
Total Surface: 214.38 m2
Duct
examined
Entry end of
the duct

Opening in the room filled up
in depth with fibrous material all around.

3.1
Experimental
equipment

Partition walls with double
plasterboard layers on
metal posts and with
fibrous material between
the posts (filling wall)
Exit end of the
duct

Receiving room 1
3
Volume: 78,6 m
Total Surface: 102.74 m2

Receiving room 2
Volume: 78.2 m3
Total Surface: 99.37 m2

Figure 5 – Plan of the Acoustic Research Laboratory at the Department of Technical Physics and horizontal section of the experimental equipment with the same lay-out as the one used for testing purposes.
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height
(internal)
[mm]

width
(internal)
[mm]

length
[mm]

form
factor

transverse
section
[m2]

outer surface
area
[m2]

weight
[kg]

300

300

3000

1

0,09

4,08

4,2

400

400

3000

1

0,16

5,28

5,5

600

400

3000

1,5

0,24

6,48

6,7

800

400

3000

2

0,32

7,68

8,0

600

600

3000

1

0,36

7,68

8,0

900

600

3000

1,5

0,54

9,48

9,9

800

800

3000

1

0,64

10,08

10,5

1160

600

3000

2

0,70

11,04

11,5

1160

800

3000

1,5

0,93

12,24

12,7

Table 1 – Size and shape of the ducts being examined
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Type of
measurement

Lay-out
for testing

Methods and
standards

Level of sound power in Source of omnidirectional noise   ISO 3741 [10]
source room.
ith microphones placed in 6 fixed
ISO 354   [11]
positions in the source room.
Reverberation time
in source room.
Sound-proofing material placed
all around the duct being
examined.

Set-up used
for measuring
Source room
Sound
source
Anechoic
termination

Sound-proofing
material
Omnidirectional source in the
source room.

Receiving room 2

Microphone

Anechoic termination at the outgoing end of the duct.

Level of intensity of
sound radiated from
the duct’s walls.

Receiving room 1

ISO 9614-2  [12]

ISO/DIS 15186-1
Sound-proofing material in
[13]
Level of Sound power receiving room 1 and close to the
duct’s walls, except for the one ISO 717-1 [14]
from “break-out”.
being examined.
Sound-proofing ‘by
Duct’s walls divided into small
air’ of the duct’s
walls.
segments (~0,1 m2).
Two measurements for each
segment.

Source room

Duct being
examined

Receiving room 1

Receiving room 2
Probe for the
intensity
measuring

Sound
source

Anechoic
termination

Sound-proofing
material

Duct being
examined

Anechoic termination at the outgoing end of the duct.

Level of acoustic pres- Omnidirectional source in the
sure inside the ducts source room.
being examined.
Sound-proofing material placed
all around the duct being
Difference in level
of acoustic pressure examined.
(attenuation).
Two fixed microphones placed
inside the duct being examined.
Anechoic termination at the outgoing end of the duct.

Source room

ISO 9614-2  [12]
Level of intensity of Omnidirectional source in the
the sound conveyed by source room.
the duct.
Sound-proofing material in receiDifference in level of ving room 2 and all around the
sound power (ingoing duct being examined.
end – outgoing end).
Outgoing surface of the duct
being examined divided into
small segments.
Two measurements for each
segment.

Source room

Receiving room 1

Sound
source

Receiving room 2

Microphone
Anechoic
termination

Microfono

Sound-proofing
material

Duct being
examined

Receiving room 1

Probe for the
intensity
measuring

Sound
source

Sound-proofing
material

Receiving room 2

Duct being
examined

Table 2 – Type of measurement, lay-out and set-up
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Filling wall
Mineral
wool

Duct under examination

Figure 6 -  External view of the duct being examined in the receiving room

Figure 7 – Internal view of the duct being examined (side of the source room)

In order to increase the noise absorption in the receiving rooms and to avoid the “bouncing”
effect of the “break-out”, about 15 m3 of mineral wool (50 kg/m3 density) were used. Where
necessary, an anechoic termination was fitted at the outgoing end of the ducts. The measuring instruments were: a two-channel high precision sound analyser, with 1/2” microphones, an intensity detection probe and a power amplifier with an omnidirectional source of
noise. The white noise signal was generated by the analyser itself while the intensity of the
sound was measured using the scanning method. The duct walls were divided into small
segments with grids (~ 0,1 m2) and absorbing layers of mineral wool were fitted along the
walls which were not being examined, in order to reduce the reverberation field.
3.2
Measurements
and assessment
of experimental
data
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For the evaluation of the “break-out” phenomenon – and that of “break-in” – it is necessary
to know which are the insulating properties of the duct. However, sound-proofing of the
aluminium preinsulated ducts depends on the frequency and on the type of panels used for
their construction, since they are very different from each other. This is due to the rigidity,
lightness and thickness of the composite materials, where the “multi-mode” transmission
prevails, as can be seen in Figure 8. Consequently, it is impossible to calculate in any
reliable way the transmission loss in the duct by measuring the acoustic insulation “via
air” by means of a simple sample of the material used for the duct, although the values
related to the calculated index of noise reduction in the sandwich-type panel and that of
the composite duct are very similar to each other.

Noise reduction index [dB]

Frequency (1/3 octave) [Hz]

Figure 8 – Comparison between the normalised sound level difference of a 20 mm thick and
0,95 m2 surface of a sandwich-type panel (ISO 140-10 [15]; Dn,e,w =27 dB) and the noise reduction
index, measured with an intensity detection probe, of a preinsulated aluminium duct, which is 3000 mm
in length and with a cross-section of 0,09 m2 (ISO/DIS 15186-1; Ri,w = 28 dB).

As already mentioned above, the apparent sound-proofing of the duct is equal to the
acoustic energy dissipated by the walls and to the acoustic energy of the “break-out”. It is
possible to calculate the transmission loss starting from the difference between the level
of acoustic energy introduced into the duct and that which is radiated from the external
surface of the same considering the linear attenuation of the duct, as described below:

  (3)
where P [m] is the perimeter, l [m] is the length of the duct and C [dB] is a coefficient
related to linear attenuation [1]. The linear attenuation itself is an important parameter
during the planning of the Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning system. As can be seen
in Figure 9, in the case of a P3ductal preinsulated aluminium duct, the linear attenuationproves to be highly variable within the 100 Hz and 500 Hz frequency range.

Linear attenuation  [dB/m]

Area of the transverse section of the duct [m2]

Frequency (1/3 octave) [Hz]

Figure 9 – Linear attenuation of P3ductal preinsulated aluminium duct in relation to their cross-section.
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4

Straight ducts experimental results

The measurements carried out and the analysis of the theory of the inherent phenomena  
make it possible to represent the results in a graphical manner, in such a way as to
make them useful during planning.
4.1
Linear attenuation
results obtained
for straight
ducts

As far as linear attenuation is concerned, a correlation has been determined between
the length of the smaller side of the duct’s cross-section.
Considering this aspect, the linear attenuation values were included in Figure 10, in
accordance with the frequency and with the different widths of the smaller side of the
cross-section of the ducts. The measurements show that the linear attenuation increases as this parameter diminishes.

Duct transverse section
Smaller side

Figure 10 – Parametric Relation between the linear attenuation and the smaller width of the duct’s
cross-section.

4.2
Transmission loss
results obtained
for straight ducts
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Measurements of the “break-out” power level enable us to determine the “break-out”
transmission loss in the duct.
The above mentioned “break-out” transmission loss can be represented in function of
the frequency and of the duct’s cross-section, as illustrated in Figure 11.

0.2 m

0.1 m

0.7 m
0.4 m

1m

Figure 11 – “Break-out” transmission loss in relation to the duct’s cross-section.

The above parameters make it possible to obtain an analytical evaluation of the level of
sound power conveyed along the duct. Figure 12 shows a comparison between the values
actually measured and those which had previously been calculated and it is clear that the
expected level of sound power conveyed along the ducts almost coincides with the measured values.

4.3
Conveyed sound
power results
obtained for
straight ducts

Livello dilevel
potenza
sonorapower   [dB
convogliata [dB
10-12W)]
W)]
Conveyed
of sound
(re (re
10-12

90
84
78
72
66
60
Valori calcolativalues
Calculated
Dati sperimantalivalues
Experimental

54
48
42

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Frequenza (1/1 ottava) [Hz]

Frequency (1/1 octave) [Hz]

Figure 12 – Comparison between the calculated and the experimental values of the conveyed level of sound
power
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5

Sound energy variations in fittings

5.1
Premise

This paragraph deals with the phenomena of self-generation and sound attenuation which
occurs in the fittings (duct fittings such as elbows, tee’s, branches etc) installed in an
air-handling system.
For evaluation purposes, a calculation model suggested by ASHRAE will be used, conveniently adapted to the type of duct being examined.
Thanks to a thesis presented at the Department of Technical Physics at the Padua University,
it was possible to integrate the experimental results obtained for straight ducts, with the
calculation procedure suggested by ASHRAE for fittings.
In the light of the experimental measurements carried out during the preparation of the
same thesis and obtained from air-handling systems while in operation, it was possible
to demonstrate that the estimated values of the above-mentioned calculation model are
consistent with actual figures.

5.2
General remarks
on the
attenuation
phenomena in
fittings.

5.3
General remarks
on the generation
phenomena in
fittings
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Just like straight ducts, fittings also play a part in noise attenuation.
The elbows fitted in an air-handling systems induce a reflection phenomena in the direction
of the source.
As can be imagined, this attenuation is more relevant in sharp-angle elbows, where the
reflecting surface is normal to the direction of the propagation of the incident wave.
“Resonance” may also occur, which causes attenuation peaks at frequencies with wavelengths which are exactly twice the duct’s width. As the radius of curvature and the opening
angle increase, the attenuation will tend to diminish. As a general rule, it may be stated
that the lower the aerodynamic resistance of the elbow, the lower the sound attenuation
provided will be.
As far as branching is concerned, it assumed that the sound energy coming from the main
duct is subdivided into the secondary ducts in the same way as the air flow is. On the other
hand, if we take into consideration an opening of a main duct after a branch-off, there
will certainly be less energy than that found before the branch-off. In general terms, it
is assumed that there is a subdivision of sound energy which is proportional to the mass
subdivision.
After having undergone different degrees of attenuation as the energy travels through the
ductwork, through the elbows and branch-offs, what remains of the original entering energy
reaches the end of the duct and flows out into the ventilated room. Not all this energy is
radiated into the ambient though; part of it will travel back into the duct system due to the
reflection principle (final reflection or “cap effect”). This phenomenon is due to a variation
in the acoustic impedance which the noise encounters as it exits the end of the duct.
Besides the noise generated by the fan, almost all the solid bodies inside the duct which
are subject to the movement of air and therefore capable of creating turbulences, may
cause an increase in the noise level.
The effect of the turbulence flow on a solid surface is that of generating quick pressure
fluctuations in its closest proximity.
The generated noise will increase as the air velocity increases and in these conditions

it becomes essential to include in the count, these further sources of self-generating
sound.
The relation which ties the produced sound pressure to the sixth power of the velocity
– almost always proved true – highlights the fact that a reduction in velocity, even by
only 12%, may give a noise attenuation value of 4 dB.
Figure 13 shows how the generation of vortices and therefore of noise, occurs  in round
elbows.
It is very important to know the length of straight duct needed to eliminate those turbulences, downstream of the elbow (in general 6-8 times the equivalent diameter).
It is advisable to ensure that the flow is stabilised before tackling other potential
sources of noise, otherwise the overall self-generation phenomenon may be more dramatic.

Velocity profile in the
outgoing area

Necessary length in order to stabilise the
velocity profile > 6 Dn

Area with
twirling motion

Area with
strong turbulence (separation of air
flow)
Velocity profile in
the ingoing area

Figure 13 – Localised friction loss inherent phenomena

In order to calculate the self-generation of noise in certain fittings, it is necessary to
know the pressure drop that they cause.
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5.4
Sharp-angle
elbows with turning vanes

a

b

The level of sound power generated by a sharp-angle elbow with vanes is the same as that
of the fittings mentioned in other paragraphs below and may be obtained by using the
following procedure suggested by ASHRAE in its general form and here conveniently adjusted to the type of duct being examined. The values have to be entered into the formula in
Anglo-Saxon units, in order to be in accord with the correlation coefficients.
Generation of sound power
The sound power level generated for each octave band is given by the following relation:
(4)
where:
• f0
• Uc
• S
• CD
• n
• Kt

• Δp [in Pa]
• Q [m3/min]
• b [m]

is the central frequency of the octave band [Hz]
speed of the fluid between the vanes [m/s]
2
duct flow section [m ]
length of the vanes string [cm]
number of vanes
characteristic spectrum

TThe following parameters are determined with the equations below:
a.

   total pressure loss coefficient .

.

b.

.

.

c.

.

.
. number
.
  Strouhal

e.

.

.

.

.

.
flow
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.

.

.

.
flow

.

flow

flow

flow

.

Through
substitution into the above formulas, it is possible to obtain the sound power level
.
generated in accordance with the typical characteristic parameters of this element:

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

d.

.

.

.

Attenuation
The examined preinsulated aluminium ducts will have to be considered uncoated (owing to
the inner aluminium film). The attenuation values are more unfavourable at high frequencies and indeed figure 14 shows the attenuation characteristics of two sharp-angle elbows
where one corner has an inner coating and the other one does not. For the coated ducts,
attenuation is greater at the high frequencies, thanks to the different sound-proofing power
of metal compared to an insulating material (whether it be of alveolar or fibrous structure). In the figure we use the BW parameter (for convenience). It is defined as the product
between the frequency and the largest size of the duct. The characteristic of the P3ductal
preinsulated aluminium ducts, is represented by the full line; the pattern was deduced from
the following table 3:
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Figure 14 – Influence of the inner coating in an elbow

In the case of P3ductal aluminium preinsulated ducts it is the characteristic represented by the
full line which applies; the pattern of which was deduced by the following table 3:
Width of duct
(m)
0.13÷0.25
0.25÷0.51
0.51÷1.02
>1.02

63
0
0
0
1

Attenuation in decibel per octave band
125
250
500 1000 2000 4000
0
0
1
4
6
4
0
1
4
6
4
3
1
4
6
4
3
3
4
6
4
3
3
3

8000
4
3
3
3

Table 3 – Linear attenuation of an uncoated sharp-angle elbow

Sound characteristic of an element
The element considered is characterised by the fact that its vanes are placed at a distance
of 55 mm apart and that the length of the vane – previously marked as CD – is 100 mm.
This data makes it possible to obtain the geometrical profile of the air-handling system,
in particularly the number of vanes needed, which will clearly be proportional to the size
shown in the plan. It will be the first whole number which may contain n vanes at a distance of 55 mm apart.
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Figure 15 shows the estimated sound spectrum after the sharp-angle elbow: the influence
of the vanes is shown as the size varies. As mentioned previously, these vanes increase in
length as the width increases. It is assumed that there is a constant entering sound power
of 20 dB. The calculation model used implies that the changes in size cause a generation
of noise with little variation at low frequencies, a high degree of variability at intermediate frequencies and finally a non-existent influence at high frequencies. At intermediate
frequencies, in particular, it is observed that with an increase in size and therefore in the
number of vanes, the noise generated decreases, which means that the attenuation effect
is particularly marked.
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Figure 15 – Sound spectrum after the sharp-angle elbow with vanes with:
a=0.3 m, v=5 m/s, dp/dl=0.8 Pa/m, Lw entrance (f)=20 dB

5.5
Radius elbows
with splitter
vanes

Ri

b1
a

b2

b

This type of elbow is used when the air velocity is high. These elbows are used to avoid high
friction losses, as they have a shorter equivalent length; that is to say a better aerodynamic profile as compared to the previous category. We remind that the pressure drop which
occurs through the fitting with the constant friction loss method is calculated by working
out the product between the equivalent length and the pressure drop per metre (expressed
as dp/dl).
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Generation
The same procedure as the one used in the previous paragraph is used in the case of this
element. Here, the friction losses are lower, but the reduction is not equally evident in the
noise generation. Indeed, in this fitting, the number of splitters may vary from one to three,
while the “CD” length reaches much higher values in comparison to the previous case. This
is a very favourable factor from a pressure drop point of view, but unfavourable in regards
to the noise generation. As the size of the duct increases, while the sharp-angle elbow with
vanes increases the n variable (i.e., number of vanes), the radius elbow increases the “CD”
(length of the splitter). They both cause an increase in the noise level, as can be determined by equation (4). In this respect, please refer to the diagram in Figure 16, where these
conditions are represented.
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Figure 16 – Comparison between a sharp-angle elbow and a radius elbow with splitter with:
a=0.3 m,  dp/dl=0.8 Pa/m, Lw entry (f)=20 dB

The results obtained show that in the case of large sizes and high velocity, the sound power
generated in an elbow with splitters is, on average, a couple of dB lower than that of a
sharp-angle elbow with vanes (see figure 16). It will later be seen that in the case of these
two elbows the attenuation study is the same, while the study on generation gives more
unfavourable results in the case of an elbow with vanes but in any case, when size and
velocity diminish, the effect of generation becomes very different; in these latter conditions,
a sharp-angle elbow with vanes generally proves to have a noise level which is higher by
about 5-6 dB. Let us remind the reader that the outgoing sound power level is determined
by using the following relation:

(5)
That is, the logarithmic addition of the entering sound power plus the generated noise,
minus the attenuation achieved.
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Attenuation
For attenuation purposes, the calculation model being used does not reveal any differences between
the two types of elbows (equipped with different elements for correction of the air flow direction).
Therefore, the same results and the same considerations mentioned in the previous paragraph also
apply to the fitting being examined.
Sound characteristic of an element
The number of deflectors for this type of element may vary from one to three; unlike the previous
fitting, the “CD” length is not constant in this case. As can be seen in expression (4), the influence
is anything but negligible; doubling of that length involves an increase in the generation of sound
power of 3 dB. The same can be said for n.
The number of splitters as well as their length are established in accordance with Table 4:
Duct width
b
mm

Number of
splitters

400-800
>800-1600
>1600-2000

Location of
splitters
b1
ca. b/3
ca. b/4
ca. b/8

1
2
3

b2

b3

ca. b/2
ca. b/3

ca. b/2

Table 4 - Placement of splitters

We also present the sound spectrum generated before the junction with an entering sound power of
20 dB for each octave band frequency (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 – Sound spectrum after the radius elbow with splitters with:
a=0.3 m,  dp/dl=0.8 Pa/m,  v=5 m/s,  Lw entry (f)=20 dB
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It may be observed how noise generation is negligible when there are no splitters. As b
and n increase, generation increases considerably, especially at low frequencies. As the
frequency increases, generation values decrease remarkably, implying a level of outgoing
sound power lower than that which comes in, (even at frequencies close to 500 Hz), this
effect being gradually accentuated in the case of even larger sizes: actually as the ‘CD’
value continues to rise.

5.6
Three way
Diverging junctions

bc

ac
a
ab
b
bb

Noise generation in the secondary branch
Noise generation may be calculated using the following equation derived from theoretical
experimental considerations:

(6)

where:
• f0  is the central frequency of the octave band [Hz]
• UB  speed of the fluid in the secondary branch                    [ft/s]
• QB  air flow of the secondary branch [m3/min]
• SB  air flow section in the secondary branch [m2]
• DB equivalent diameter in the secondary branch                            [ft]
• Kj  characteristic spectrum obtained by the equation below:
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• RD curvature parameter
• R radius of curvature [m]
•

Strouhal number

•
• UM e DM are obtained in the same way as the same parameters were obtained for the
secondary branch; however the size values should be replaced with those of the duct
before the junction.
Now, using the previous formulas with the convenient substitutions required, it is possible
to obtain the level of sound power generated in accordance to the typical characteristic
parameters of the element:

where ab and bb are the sizes of the secondary branch and where a and b are those before
the junction. It is also worth noting that in three-way fittings with shoe take-offs it would
be best to consider a radius of curvature equal to zero.
Attenuation in the secondary branch
In truth, there is no such thing as energy loss due to branching. The main duct is subdivided
into the ducts placed after it much in the same way as the air flow is subdivided. There are no
reflection or absorption phenomena by virtue of which the overall energy found after the branch
should be lower than that detected before it. However, if we consider the opening of the main
duct after a branch-off, it is clear that there will clearly be less energy than that which was
present before the branching. An attenuation of the original energy should therefore, be ascribed to that junction and this attenuation is obtained by conveying part of the energy elsewhere.
It may be claimed that the distribution of sound energy at a branch take-off occurs as a result
of two terms:
• the first is associated with the reflection of the incident sound waves and takes place if
the sum of the flow sections of the various branches after the junction, SBi, differs from
the flow section in the duct before the junction, SM.
th
• the second is connected with the relationship between the flow section of the i branch SBi,
and the sum of the flow sections in the different branches after the junction, SBi.
The attenuation in the ith branch is given by the following equation:
  

That adapted to this situation becomes:
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(7)

The first term is only present when the waves that propagate into the main duct are
plane waves. Consequently there is a cut-off frequency above which this term has no
effect whatsoever and is, therefore, considered null.
For shorter wavelengths, different ways of vibrating exist and for this reason such
waves can no longer be regarded as plane.
This frequency may be obtained from the following relation:

where C0 is the speed of the sound in the air (equal to 340 m/s) and b is the larger of the
two sides of the rectangular duct.

Sound power in the secondary branch
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Figure 18 – Sound spectrum after a three-way branch with:
a=0.3 m (constant),  b=0.6 m,   bc=0.5 m,   bb=0.3 m, QB=0.15 m3/s,  Lw entry (f)=20 dB

In the diagram (figure 18), obtained on the basis of an entering sound power value of 20
dB for each octave band, it is observed that the generation of noise occurs especially at
low frequencies after fluctuating vortices have formed. It is also possible to examine how
influential velocity is.
Also for the primary ducts there will be similar spectra as velocity changes. As seen below,
only the values’ modules will change. In the diagram, we have also considered the effects
of the attenuation, which is nearly always constant as the frequency varies.
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Generation of noise in the main branch
It can easily be calculated by using the results obtained for the secondary branch.

where DMV is obtained in the same way as DM. The only difference is that we have to insert
the sizes after the junction instead of those before (as done previously).
Therefore, using the previous formulas with the convenient substitutions, it is possible
to obtain the level of generated sound power in function of the elements characterizing
parameters. In this case:

with   ac   and   bc  as the sizes of the main duct after the junction.
Attenuation in the primary branch
Also in this case we shall use relation (7), which, once adjusted, will become:

Now the ith section will be that of the rest of the duct (primary branch). From the same
relation, it may be observed that where the sum of the sections in the branches after of the
junction is equal to that before it, the first term becomes virtually null.
A graph is included (figure 19), which corresponds to a three-way branch with a dynamic
take-off. The graph shows the effect of attenuation in the continuation of the main duct
and in the take-off.
Please note how, in these conditions, the drop in attenuation after fco (cut-off frequency) is very
slight – virtually imperceptible – both in the secondary branch and in the primary one.
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Figure 19 –Attenuation produced by three-way fittings with:
a=0.3 m (constant),  b=1.5 m
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Sound characteristic of an element
In summary, a three-way branch may be characterised acoustically thanks to the following
parameters:

Knowing them, it is possible to estimate how the entering sound power level is modified in
its passage through the three-way branch. Figure 20 shows how noise tends to remain in
the main duct. This will be an advantage for the system as there will be a greater distance
to reach the air conditioned rooms, and therefore further attenuation will be achieved.
It should be observed how the noise generation takes place preferably at low
frequencies.Having assumed that the entering sound power is constant (a hypothesis
which is never actually true in practice) allows us to evaluate objectively the contribution
of the noise generation and noise attenuation caused by the element.
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Figure 20 – Sound spectrum after the three-way branches with:
a=0.3 m (constant),   b=0.6 m,   bc=0.5 m,   bb=0.3 m,   QB=0.18 m3/s,   Lwentry (f)=20dB
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5.7
Two way
diverging
junctions

bc
ac
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Generation of noise
The noise generation may be estimated using the same equation used for the secondary
branch of a three-way diverging junction, the only difference being the fact that there are
now two sources of noise generated by the detachment of the flow line and that these
sources are symmetrical.
It is as though we had two sources with the same intensity; the level of generated sound
power will be that of equation (6) with the addition of 3 dB.
As has already been done with previous elements, from the above formulas and through
substitution, it is possible to obtain the level of generated sound power, in function of the
junctions characterizing parameters:

with ab and bb the sizes of the two ducts after the junction.
Note that, for this element, this calculation model uses the same parameters which were
applied to the secondary branch of the three-way diverging junction.
Noise attenuation
The results mentioned in the previous paragraphs also apply to noise attenuation. Adjusted
to fit this case, relation (7) becomes as follows:
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5.8
Radius elbows
R

a
b

Noise generation
The noise generation may be estimated by using the same equation applied to the secondary branch of a three-way diverging junction; the only difference being that the sizes of
the duct after the elbow are equal to the ones before said piece. The consequence of this
is the elimination of certain contributions (see relations (6)). As has already been done for
the previous elements (through the use of substitution) it is possible to obtain the level of
generated sound power in function of the most significant parameters:

Note that according to this calculation model the influence of the inner radius of curvature
has only a marginal effect as far as noise generation is concerned (Figure 21). In order to
achieve better results, the inner radius R should have extremely high values (compared to
those generally used), but unfortunately this would prove to be impractical for reasons of
space and versatility of installation.
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Figure 21 – Generation in the radius elbow with:
a=0.3 m ,  b=0.6 m,   v=5 m/s
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Noise attenuation
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Figure 22 – Comparison between attenuation in a radius elbow
with R=0 and with R>0

It may be noticed to what extent attenuation in a radius elbow with R=0 is higher than
in one with R>0 (figure 22). This is especially so at low-medium frequencies and, in particular, for a given wavelength band which depends on the size of the duct (as the size
increases, the peak will move on to lower frequencies).
Relatively small elbows, generally located close to openings, have attenuation peaks
towards the higher frequencies. This peculiarity is favourable for the frequencies known
to be critical (around 1000 and 2000 Hz). In fact, from the experimental results obtained
on the ducts material being examined, it may be noticed how high linear attenuation is at
low frequencies and how it quickly decreases as the frequency increases. It is clear that
the critical bands will be those where noise is not effectively attenuated (linear attenuation
is no longer high) and that, at the same time, owing to the presence of the fan, they are
characterised by a marked level of sound power, i.e., the intermediate frequencies.
In summary, the field of frequencies which proves to be the most critical is the range from
about 1000 to 2000 Hz, since at the lower frequencies, even if the sound power produced
by the fan is high, the considerable linear attenuation of the type of duct examined makes
it possible to attenuate it quite effectively in just a few metres. While at higher frequencies
the fan lets out little sound energy and, therefore, the problem does not appear. Instead the
problem shows up at intermediate frequencies, where the linear attenuation is not high and
at the same time, the sound power emitted by the fan is still rather high.
Note in Figure 23 how the attenuation peak moves on to higher frequencies as the size
decreases:
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Figure 23 – Attenuation of a radius elbow with R=0 and a=0.2 m  

Attenuation values may be gathered from the following tables:
R=0 (“squared” elbows)
Width of duct
(m)

Attenuation in decibel for each octave band
63
125
250
500 1000 2000 4000

8000

0.13÷0.25

0

0

0

1

5

8

4

3

0.25÷0.51

0

0

1

5

8

4

3

3

0.51÷1.02

0

1

5

8

4

3

3

3

>1.02

1

5

8

4

3

3

3

3

Table 5 – Linear attenuation in a radius elbow with R=0

R>0 (rounded elbows)
Width of duct
(m)

Attenuation in decibel for each octave band
63
125
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500 1000 2000 4000

8000

0.13÷0.25

0

0

0

1

2

3

3

3

0.25÷0.51

0

0

1

2

3

3

3

3

0.51÷1.02

0

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

>1.02

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

Table 6 – Linear attenuation in a radius elbow with R>0
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Sound characteristic of an element
The diagram shows, for a piece of duct with a relatively small section and in normal working
conditions, the influence of an elbow with R=0 compared to a rounded one (figure 24).
The continuous line is the level of sound power before the elbow. The diagram clearly shows
how the above-mentioned peak becomes more marked.
Even in this case, the noise generation takes place especially at low frequencies while, at
higher frequencies, the level of outgoing sound power is lower than the one entering, which
means that attenuation has overcome noise generation.
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Figure 24 – Sound spectrum after the radius elbow with:
a=0.2 m,  b=0.3 m,  v=3 m/s,   Lw entry (f)=20 dB
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5.9
Dynamic
diverging
junctions and
shoe take-offs
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Noise generation in the secondary branch
Noise generation may be estimated with equation (6), the equation of theoretical and experimental derivation we have already seen.
From previous formulas and through substitution, it is possible to calculate the level of
sound power generated in function of the most relevant parameters of the element:

with ab and bb the sizes of the secondary branch and a and b the sizes taken before the
junction. The same calculation model is also used in the case of the shoe take-off. It is
quite clear that the geometry is different, but it is assumed that the uncertainty of the
geometrical model is less than that of the calculation model
Attenuation in the secondary branch
Also for this fitting, we can apply the considerations contemplated for three-way diverging
junctions. Equation (7), adjusted to suit this case, becomes:

Sound characteristic of the secondary branch
It may be assessed in the same way as that of the secondary branch of three-way diverging
junctions. We can refer back to the paragraph dealing with that branch in order to observe
the results obtained in that case.
Noise generation in the main branch
This is solved referring back to the results obtained for the secondary branch; indeed:

where DMV is obtained in the same way as DM , only that in this case we have to introduce
the size after the junction instead of the one before it, as done in previous cases (paragraph
about three-way diverging junctions).
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Therefore, from the previous formulas and with the convenient substitutions, it is possible
to obtain the level of generated sound power in function of the most important parameters
which, in this case, will be the following:

with ac and bc the sizes of the main duct after the junction.
These results differ from the level of generated sound power in the main branch of a threeway diverging junction only in that it lacks the additional term of 3 dB. This difference is
easily imaginable as, this time, the noise sources are reduced to one, while in the previous
case there were two of them (and symmetrical) and therefore the generated sound power
was double.
Attenuation in the primary branch
Also in this case, we will use equation [7]:

now the ith section will be that of the primary branch and we can apply the considerations
previously made in connection with the cut-off frequency.
Below is a parametric diagram (Figure 25), for a dynamic take-off, which shows the effects
of the attenuation in the rest of the main duct and in the take-off. The effect caused by the
cut-off frequency is not even visible, because for the two cases examined, the sum of the
sections after the junction is very similar to the section before it. In addition, the first term
in equation (7) very often gives a much smaller contribution in comparison to the second
one.
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Figure 25 – Attenuation caused by a take-off with: a=0.3 m (constant),  b=1.5 m
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Sound characteristic of an element
Summarising, the dynamic fitting is characterised by the following parameters:

Therefore, if we know the level of sound power before the element in question, we will be
able to calculate the level found after it. For instance, considering an entering sound power
of 20 dB for each octave band in the conditions specified below, we may estimate the following sound spectra in the outgoing sections of the main duct and of the take-off.
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Figure 26 – Sound spectrum after the dynamic fitting with: a=0.3 m (constant),  
b=0.6 m,   bb=0.6 m,   bc=0.6 m,   v=5 m/s,  Qb=0.15 m3/s,   Lw entry (f)=20 dB

Also in figure 26 we can see how the noise tends to be conveyed into the main duct. This
represents an advantage, as there will be more duct to pass trough and further attenuation
will be achieved. In addition, this type of system made of composite material is particularly
suitable to attenuate the sound energy at high wavelengths; exactly the type which autogenerates along the air’s route.
This is another reason which clarifies the existence of a significant affinity between the
self-generation and linear attenuation phenomena in the system.
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5.10
Tap-in collars

a

b

Noise generation in the secondary branch
The noise generation may be evaluated by using expression (6) (an equation of theoretical
and experimental derivation suggested by ASHRAE), just as was done for the previous
junction.
As before, by means of substitution, it is possible to obtain the level of generated sound
power in function of the most significant and readily available parameters (only after the
system has been sized):

d is the diameter of the collar, a   and   b   are the sizes after the junction.
Attenuation in the secondary branch
Also for this element, the considerations made for three-way divering junction apply. Once
adjusted to suit this situation, equation (7) becomes:

From this relation, it may be observed that in this case, the sum of the ducts sections after
the take-off may become extremely variable as compared to those before it (the bigger the
collar, the more influential the cut-off frequency phenomenon becomes).
Sound characteristic of the secondary branch
It can be assessed in the same way as it was calculated for the secondary branch of the
three-way diverging junction. In this type of element, the sizes of the two ducts are very different; more precisely, the primary branch is the same size as the duct before the junction.
The secondary branch, which this time is represented by the collar, has a relatively small
diameters. Later it will be seen what effects this peculiarity has on the sound spectra.
Noise generation in the main branch
It can be easily be calculated referring back to the results obtained for the secondary
branch.
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where DMV is obtained in the same way as DM, only that the sizes introduced should be
those after the junction and not the ones before, as done in previous cases.
The most relevant parameters will now be:

The radius of curvature of the take-off is not included this time, because it is regarded as
zero.
Attenuation in the primary branch
Although relation (7) will have to be used; the ith section will be that of the primary
branch.

Below is a parametric diagram, for a take-off with collar, which shows the effect of the
attenuation in the rest of the main duct and in the take-off (Figure 27) and where the effect
of the cut-off frequency may also be observed.
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Figure 27 – Attenuation caused by the take-off with:
a=0.4 m,  b=0-4 m

Sound characteristic of the element
In summary, a junction having a take-off with collar may be characterised by the following
parameters:
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Just as was done with the previous element, we can now obtain the exemplification sound
spectra shown in figure 28:
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Figure 28 – Sound spectrum after the take-off with: a=0.4 m,  
b=0.6 m,   d=0.2 m,   v=5 m/s,  QB=0.1 m3/s,   Lw entry (f)=20 dB

5.11
Attenuation by
end-reflection

40

After having undergone different degrees of attenuation along the route of the duct due to
the curvatures and the branches, what remains of the entering original energy reaches the
end of the duct and flows out into the ventilated room.
Not all this energy is radiated into the ambient, though. By virtue of the reflection principle
part of it will flow back into the ductwork system. One of the factors which influence the
extent of this phenomenon is the directivity of the noise source (room outlet).
The directivity of the terminal unit depends on its position with respect to the walls (as can
be seen in Figure 29) and on the frequency or, more precisely, on the wavelength considered
in relation to the size of the grill.
When then noise frequency is low and the grilles are small, the energy tends to be radiated
homogeneously in all directions. At high frequencies it tends to concentrate in the direction
of the main axis.
Consequently, the level of sound pressure of the high frequency bands is higher close to the
extension of the axis of the grill than in any lateral positions.
A conservative type of calculation considers the most severe of cases, which is that of a
listener placed in line with the duct’s end, assessing the directivity factor in the extension
of the axis (this is what is done in common practice). Typical values of the parameter being
analysed are mentioned in Figure 29.

Figure 29 – Directivity of the noise source

The model used for the assessment of this attenuation is represented by the following
relation

and refers to the case of ducts whose end is level with the wall (Q=2), this being the most
frequent case in practice.
where:
• f  is the central frequency for each octave band
• D is the equivalent diameter of the duct, determined by the following relation:

There are a number of limitations to the use of these relations for attenuation. In particular,
they used to be applied to round ducts, but it was later observed that they may provide
satisfactory estimates for other types of ducts as well.
These relations should be used where there are no diffusers at the outlet, which is very rare
in practice. This effect will have to be considered only later, combining it with the results
which would be obtained without it (summing logarithmically the generated noise and
subtracting the attenuation).
For these two relations to be reliable, the duct must meet with the outlet at a sufficiently
long distance from the last deviation found along the line, so that the turbulences formed
are deadened.
Figure 30 shows an application of the results obtained with the following model. It may
be observed in the diagram that the attenuation increases as the sizes decrease. This is
decidedly a beneficial result, because close to the points where ducts are introduced into
the room, the size of the ducts is smaller than that of the main ducts.
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This is another reason to conclude that the effects of the noise generation along the duct are
also the ones most suitable to be attenuated in any air-handling system, but above all, in this
type of duct, due to the peculiar pattern of the linear attenuation.
This does not mean that it is useless to consider the various types of sound generation, but
it certainly suggests that they may be neglected within certain velocity regimens; meanwhile,
outside of that range, the effects of the attenuation are no longer sufficient and the sound
generation assumes a much bigger role.
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Figure 30 – Attenuation caused by final reflection

In an air-handling system there are also other elements which determine a variation of the
noise level along the duct, such as: dampers, attenuators, narrowing’s, deviations, and so on.
It is difficult to evaluate the behaviour of these elements because of the wide variety of geometrical shapes available on the market and because the literature does not provide any generic
estimation models which may be applied to these elements. Sometimes, sound data may be
supplied by the constructor of the element. It will therefore be possible to find out the specific
sound effect of the fitting being considered utilizing the one found in the system in the point
where the element will be fitted. For each octave band, the composition of said sound effect
should be worked out using the following relation:

5.12
Transitions
(reduction,
widenings),
shiftings and
dampers

•
•
•
•
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Lw,entry  is the level of sound power measured before the duct fitting
Lw,exit is the level of sound power measured after the duct fitting
Lw,gen  is the level of sound power generated by the duct fitting itself
∆Latt  is the attenuation caused by the duct fitting.

When the attenuation of the sound power (obtained spontaneously) in the air supply and
return air flows is not enough to ensure the required levels of ambient noise,  one may resort
to the use of sound attenuating filters or silencers (one type of these is shown in Figure 31).
Silencers are usually made up of a length of duct – either a straight piece or a right-angle
elbow – in which sound-proofing inserts (mostly in the shape of baffles) make it possible
to achieve high attenuation figures.

5.13
Noise dampers
and silencers

Figure 31 – Acoustic attenuation filter

The attenuation achieved by a silencer depends on various factors:
• the type of baffle used: various types of sound-proofing baffles are available on the
market according to the different frequencies dealt with. Some are made of mineral wool
with a high sound-proofing coefficient glass wool coating, others are made just like
standard baffles but with an additional aluminium coating over half of their surface.
• constructional series: the thickness of the baffles and the corresponding narrowness of
the air passages are crucial in generating attenuation.
• length: the longer the silencer is, the higher the attenuation level achieved.
In conclusion:
To increase attenuation:

1) reduce the passage of air;
2) increase length.

To reduce friction loss:

1) increase height;
2) increase width (by increasing the number of modules).

N.B. In connection with a silencer, the term “module” indicates the passage of air and the
thickness of the related baffle. To reduce friction loss values to a minimum, it will often
be necessary to use silencers with baffles of larger sizes than those of the duct where they
must be fitted, so it is recommended to adopt suitable fittings with ends having aerodynamic profiles.
The various models of silencers differ from each other in their size and, consequently,
in their air flow according to the friction loss and the air velocity.
Once the air flow and the maximum air velocity have been determined, (or the friction
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loss), with the help of the diagrams supplied by the manufacturers you can identify the
flow coefficient that the silencer must have.
Finally, in the air-handling data tables you identify the model of silencer which can
provide the same attenuation level; the right model having the same, or slightly higher
flow coefficient as the one required. Should there bea number of alternative models
available, it will be best to choose the one having the most suitable size.
Where to fit silencers
The exact location of the silencers depends on the nature of the machines and on how close
they are to critical areas. When the sound level in the central room is high, it is advisable
to place the silencer in the length of the duct which immediately precedes the outlet. In
this way, all the noise produced in the room which filters into the duct, even through its
walls, will be attenuated by the silencer before it can reach the rooms, as shown in Figure
32. Placing the silencers too close to the fan or to any other pieces may cause excessive
turbulence, which may, in turn, produce excessive friction loss and very high levels of selfgenerated noise.

Close to the wall
Best
The noise in the duct is reduced as
well as the noise which might filter
back into the duct from the technical
compartment.

Just before the wall
Very good
This is the most practical alternative
when a fire-prevention damper is
required on the wall.
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Inside the technical compartment
Acceptable
In this case, a certain amount of
noise produced by the technical compartment goes into the duct without
undergoing the attenuation provided
by the silencer.

Outside the technical compartment
Poor
The inner noise present in the duct filters out into the occupied room before
being attenuated by the silencer.

Figure 32 – Installation of silencers or attenuators
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6 Conclusions
As explained in the previous chapters, the research conducted by the Department of
Technical Physics of the University of Padua led to the determination of the acoustic
properties of P3ductal preinsulated aluminium ducts, which are summarised below:
• linear attenuation (along the route);
• resistance to noise transmission (“break-out” and “break-in”);
• self-generation of noise.
On the basis of the measurements carried out, parametric curves were traced, which
may be used as design tools in air conditioning systems. Therefore, knowing the size
of the ducts and the entering sound power (for example the noise caused by the fan)
technical engineers specialised in this field will be in the position to calculate both the
sound power radiated by one single piece of duct and the sound power conveyed after
the same length.
Considering that ordinary problems of excessively high noise levels in air conditioning
systems are usually due to improper design or to improper installation of the system and
in the light of the acoustic phenomena dealt with here, following are some useful suggestions on how to achieve proper installation of P3ductal preinsulated aluminium ducts:
• it is recommended to size the duct in such a way that the velocity of air is relatively
low, especially close to critical areas;
• the system should be structured in such a way that the obtained air flow is as uniform
as possible, avoiding sharp variations in direction;
• the elements of the system which may generate turbulence should be conveniently
spaced out, in order to create a homogeneous flow among them;
• considering the high linear attenuation offered by P3ductal ducts, especially at low
frequencies, it is preferable – if possible – to extend the length of the ducting system
outside the “sensitive” rooms or to take advantage of a plant room to break down the
sound power before the duct enters in to the room it serves, as shown in Figure 33;
• take-offs should not be fitted close to room outlets but at a distance of at least 1 or
2 metres;
• use radius elbows with splitters and not sharp-angle elbows with vanes in the initial
stretches of the ductwork, where the size of the duct is rather large. Indeed, as already analysed, in the case of large sizes and velocities, the sound power generated by
a radius elbow with splitters is, on average, of 2 dB lower than that generated by a
sharp-angle elbow with vanes.
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In conclusion, the effects of noise generation are also the most liable to be attenuated.
This does not mean that it is irrelevant to consider various generation values, but rather,
that within certain speed limits (about 8 m/s) these may be disregarded, while instead
outside that range, attenuation effects are no longer sufficient and noise generation
assumes a significant role. Once again, we would like to point out the great importance
of limiting air velocity.

Technical compartment

vano tecnico

Room with air conditioning

vano servito

Figure 33 – Optimal route of a P3ductal duct for best noise reduction.
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Conversion factors
When conversions are calculated, it is necessary to round up the final result so that it has the same number of
significant digits as the original value.
Warning: conversion values are rounded up to the 3rd or 4th significant digit, which gives a sufficiently accurate
result for most applications.

Quantity

multiply
to obtain

by
by

to obtain
divide

Area

m2
mm2
kg/m3
kJ
kJ/kg
N
W/(m2 K)
m2/s
m
mm
m/s
kg
mg/kg
W
Pa
Pa
kPa
kPa
kPa
°C
W/(m K)
m3
m3
L/s

10,7643
0,0015
0,0625
0,9478
0,4299
0,2247
0,1761
10,7643
3,2808
0,0393
196,8504
2,2064
0,01
3,4118
0,004
0,0209
0,145
0,01
0,2953
1,8 °C +/- 32°
0,5777
1000
35,3107
2,1191

ft2
in2
lb/ft3
Btu
Btu/lb
lbf
Btu/(h ft2 °F)
ft2/s
ft
inch
ft/min, fpm
lb
ppm
Btu/h
in w.g.
lb/ft2
psi (lbf/in2)
bar
in Hg
°F
Btu (h ft °F)
litres
ft3
ft3/min, cfm

Density
Energy
Enthalpy
Force
Thermal exchange coefficient
Cinematic viscosity
Length
Linear speed
Mass
Absolute humidity
Power
Pressure

Temperature
Thermal conductivity
Volume
Volume flow rate
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